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Abstract. PoJ, the powerset of the natural numbers, may be turned into an applicative structure 
by Myhill and Shepherdson, "- ". Then, for ,4, B c_ PoJ, set A~ B = {d¢ Pw [Va ~ ,4, da ¢ B}. Any 
effectively given domain (in the sense of Scott (1982)) can be embedded into PoJ by a continuous 
and computable retraction (notation: X "~c Ax, for some Axc  P~o, which is also an effectively 
given domain). We first prove that if X <~ A x and Y <c Ay, then also Ax -~ As, is an effectively 
given domain and (~): Cont(X, Y) ~ Ax -" Ay, i.e., the continuous functions can be embedded 
into Ax --> Ay. 
Let now P _ P¢o be the collection of single-valued sets, i.e., P is isomorphic to the effectively 
given domain of the partial functions on ~0, and let T be the function-type symbols, with (1)c' Z 
Then, for p(1) = p, p~-,~ = p~, _.> p ,  extends the classical recursive operators at higher types. By 
(Or), Ershov's model of the Kleene-Kreisel countable functionals can effectively be embedded, 
by some G~'s, into the type structure {P~}~r~r in P~0. Thus, the recursive functionals correspond 
to the r.e. sets in the due types, for example, f has type o--~ ~- iff G¢_,,(f) is an r.e. set in PC-> P~. 
{P~},,~T clearly yields a model for formal type assignment to terms of A-calculus, i.e., for any 
assignment B of types to variables and any ~ ~ T one has B ~ ¢rM~[M]eB ~ P~, where ~B :Var~ 
Pw, according to B. 
We prove that also the reverse implication holds for typable terms. Thus, a completeness theorem 
for type checking is established over a model defined by an independent recursion-theoretical 
motivation. 
Introduction 
In 1955, a pioneering paper by Myhill and Shepherdson [36] gave a good 
momentum to the study of Recursion Theory in higher types. They defined a natural 
notion of effective operation over number-theoretic functions and characterized it 
by using a very fruitful notion of application " . "  in Pw (see below). Shortly 
thereafter, papers by G6del [18], Kleene [26] and Kreisel [27] extended Recursion 
Theory to any finite type over ~0 (i.e. functions over ¢o, functionals on these functions 
and so on: the "Type Structure" over w) (see [37]). Kleene, GSdel and Kreisel's 
work was also motivated by consistency results for intuitionistie arithmetic and 
constructive mathematics. 
* A preliminary version of this paper (Sections 1 and 2) appeared in the Springer Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science, Vol. 166. This research was partially supported by the Ministry of P.I. (40%). 
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For the purposes of Computer Science, (effective) transformations over number- 
theoretic functions are surely interesting; they are (or interpret) programs acting 
over programs. Nevertheless, from the computer scientist's point of view, one should 
be able to (effectively) deal with different and various sorts of data also. The point 
then is to arrange the data in structures where interesting notions of (effective) 
operations may be given. This motivated the work of Scott, some 10-15 years ago, 
on posets (lattices, in particular). Since then, computability in abstract structures 
turned out to be a fruitful research area (see, for example, [14, 25, 44, 45] for work 
in various directions). Scott [43] unifies terminology and approaches. 
Moreover, the 'abstract' approach also provided an insight into Recursion Theory 
in higher types. As a matter of fact, Ershov (see [15, 16], and a lot more in Algebra 
and Logic from 1972 to 1976 and in ZML, 1975) and Hyland [24], by using cartesian 
closed categories (ccc's) of (effective) spaces, elegantly characterized the Kleene- 
Kreisel countable functionals, as sub-ccc generated by the object ~o (roughly speak- 
ing, see [30] for a discussion). 
Scott's domains and Ershov's complete fo-spaces are readily seen to be equivalent 
(see [17] for a discussion and [31] for some recent recursion-theoretic applications). 
Besides the motivations and the aims, Scott, Ershov and Hyland's approaches also 
use a common technique, which may be shortly described and related to other 
techniques in mathematics as follows. Taken for granted the notion of recursive 
function (r.e. set), by 'local', topological or convergence properties the notion of 
computability is extended to abstract spaces: an element is computable when its 
neighbourhoods' filter has an r.e. representation (see [30] for a discussion). By a 
very informal analogy, something similar is done for 'differentiable manifolds'. 
Given the good old notion of differentiability over R n, by a system of local coordin- 
ates one defines differentiability in abstract spaces. 
For increasing types, though, the intuition of the structure of the 'neighbourhoods' 
filter' gets more and more vague. The purpose of this paper is to 'take back' to 
Myhill-Shepherdson's (PoJ, .) as much as possible of the abstract approach. An 
(effective) functional of a given type over an arbitrary domain will be represented 
by the application "' ."  and an (r.e.) set in a corresponding 'type' as a subset of Po~ 
(Lemma 2.2). This approach was first proposed in [28] and was inspired by Scott's 
semantics of Curry's type assignment system and the work done on Extended Type 
Structures in [10]. 
The type structure corresponding to the higher type functionals in Po~ will be 
denoted by {P"}~T, where p(l)___ PoJ are the (graphs of) the partial functions on 
~o. The last section gives a further motivation for looking at {P~'}o~T. 
As is well known, (PoJ, • ) yields a model for a paradigmatic type-free functional 
language: the A-calculus. The type discipline for A-calculus has been widely explored 
in Computer Science (e.g., [35,33,9]). Henderson [19] relates type-checking 
of most programming languages constructs to type-checking ofa functional language 
such as A-calculus. The point with formal type-checking is its semantic soundness, 
in order to prove the consistency of the type discipline, and, possibly, its completeness 
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w.r.t, the given semantics. By using the classical type assignment system of Curry 
for typed A-calculus, we prove that {P~}~T give a sound and complete model for 
typable A-terms (w.r.t. the simple semantics; see [21]). 
Moreover, we show the completeness w.r.t, the F-semantics (Remark 4.9). Thus, 
our 'recursion-theoretic' hierarchy also yields a model for the completeness of 
type-checking, where each function has a unique representative. 
1. Domains and P¢o 
For the notion of domain we refer to Scott [43]. In a poset (X, ~<) set ~= 
{yeXlx<--y} for short; then a domain is an algebraic c.p.o. (X, Xo, <~), where 
X0 = {x e X[~ is open in Scott topology}, the set of compact elements, and Xo has 
bounded joins. That is, if x0, Yo e Xo are compatible (i.e., 3z e X, Xo, Yo <~ z; notation: 
x01' Yo), then xol [yo exists and is in Xo. An effectively given domain (X, Xo, v, <-) 
is a countably based domain such that, for the given numbering v: to->X o, 
v(n) T v(m) is decidable in n, m and v(n) = v(p)[_]v(q) is decidable in n,p, q. An 
element x of an effectively given domain (X, Xo, v, ~<) is computable if {n [ v(n) <<- x} 
is r.e. (notation: x e X¢). As a matter of fact, Scott [43] introduces domains as the 
completion over filters of neighbourhood systems. The equivalence with the above 
definition can readily be seen (cf. [17]). 
Of course, for a given canonical numbering e:to--> Ptoo of the finite sets, 
(Pto, Ptoo, e, _) is an effectively given domain. 
The category of (effectively given) domains is cartesian closed with continuous 
functions (w.r.t. Scott topology) as morphisms (notation: Cont(X, Y) are the con- 
tinuous functions from X to Y). Thus, the notions of compact and computable 
elements are inherited at higher types. In particular, Cont(X, Y)~ are the continuous 
and computable maps from X to Y. 
Notation. (i) ( , ):to2,_>to is a bijective pairing and {en}n~ = Ptoo is an effective 
numbering of the finite subsets of ~o. 
(ii) Given domains (X, Xo, <~) and (Y, Yo, ~<) set step xy = Am(if x~ < z then y 
else _L); step xyis continuous i fx e Xo. As is well known, the elements of Cont(X, Y)o 
are exactly the finite sups of compatible step functions over Xo, Yo- If (X, Xo, v) 
and (Y, Yo,/~) are effectively given, then for gneCont(X, Y)o one has g~= 
L-]<~>Eek~n) step v(i)p.(j) = L_]ek<. ) step v(i)p.(j), where k: to -> to is a recursive function 
such that ek(,,)=e,, if, for every J~e,, ,  J={(i l , j l ) , . . . ,( ip, jp)}, one has step 
v(il)g(jt) ~ " " " '~ step v(/p)v(jp), and ekO,)= fl otherwise. 
Lemma 1.1. Let v and !~ be the given numbering of Xo and Yo, respectively. Then 
fe  Cont(X, Y )c / f i fe  Cont(X, Y) and I~(j) <~f(v(i)) is semidecidable in i,j. 
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Proof. Let {gn}~o, =Cont(X, Y)o. Then g .= l  lek,. step ~,(i)lx(j)<~f i f V(i, j)e 
ek(.), I.~(j)<~f(v(i)). The result now easily follows. [] 
Any domain (X, Xo, <~) induces a structure on its subsets by the induced Scott 
topology. That is, we can make the following remark. 
Remark 1.2. Let (X, Xo, ~<) be a domain and Y_c X. Define Yo = {Y s Y] Y --- Y is 
open in the induced topology}. Then (Y, Yo, ~<) is a domain itt 
(1) Y is a (sub-)c.p.o., 
(2) Yo has bounded joins (w.r.t. Y), and 
(3) (Vy, y' ~ Y ) (y~ y '~3yo~ YoYo <--- y and Yo~ Y'). 
Lemma 1.3. Let ( X, Xo, <~ ) be a domain. Then any closed subset of X, with the induced 
structure, is a domain. 
Proof. Let Y be a dosed subset of X. Then, ye  Y and y'<-y=~y'~ Y and x~ Y~ 
3Xo ~ Xoxo ~ Y and Xo <~ x, since Y" is open and {Xo] Xo e Xo} is a basis for the topology 
on X. Thus, conditions (1), (2), (3) of Remark 1.2 easily follow. [] 
Of course, if Y___ X is closed, Yo = Xo r~ Y. 
Definition 1.4. Let (X, Xo, 1,, ~<) be an effectively given domain. Y___ X is effective 
if v(n)~ Y is decidable in n. 
Clearly, any closed effective subset Y of an effectively given domain X is also 
an effectively given (sub-)domain. Moreover, Yc = Yn  Xc. 
Recall now that, for sets X and Y, a retraction (f, g) is a pair g :X-> Y and 
f :  Y-> X such that f o g=idx  (notation: X <~ Y, via (g,f)). In case X and Y are 
effectively given domains and X < Y via some continuous and computable functions 
f and g, we write X <~ Y. We next show that any effectively given domain is a 
continuous and computable retraction of an effectively given subdomain of Pro (see 
also Remarks 1.6). 
Theorem 1.5. Let (X, Xo, v, <~) be an effectively given domain. Then there exists 
Axc  PoJ closed and effective such that X <c Ax. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, write x~ for v(n) in Xo. By assumption, X is a 
countably based To-space. Thus, we can use the embedding G:X-> Po~ given in 
[42], i.e., G(x) = {nlx~ <~ x}. Define then 
Ax = {a e Pw 13x e Xa c_ G{x)} 
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and 
F :Ax->X byF(a)= l  ]{x, ln~a}.  
Claim 1.5.1. F is well defined and F o G = ida. Just notice that 'Ca ~ Ax, =Ix ~ X, 
~'n ~ a, xn ~< x and then F(a)  = L_J {x~[ n ~ a} exists in x.  F(G(x))  = x is immediate. 
Claim 1.5.2. Ax is closed. Ax is clearly downward closed. Take now an arbitrary 
directed set {ei}i~ in Ax.  We only need to show that UI  ei eAx .  Notice that 
F(ei)=J I{xnln~ei}eXo and that Vi, j e I ,  F(ei)l IF(ej)=F(e~ue~). Thus, x= 
{F(ei)[ ie I}~X exists and [._J~ e~ G(x) eAx .  This proves Claim 1.5.2. 
Claim 1.5.3. Ax is effective. In fact, e~ ~ Ax C=~ 3z, Vp ~ en, xp ~ z, which is deci- 
dable. By the claims and Lemma 1.3, Ax is an effectively given domain. 
Claim 1.5.4. G e Cont(X, Ax )~ and F ~ Cont(Ax, X)c, i.e., G and Fare continuous 
A and computable. The proof  of the continuity is a simple exercise. Let now {e ,}~ 
be a numbering of (Ax)o Ptoo c~ Ax. Then, A = e~ ~ G(Xm) is clearly decidable in n, m 
and Lemma 1.1 applies. Similarly for F. [] 
Remarks 1.6. (i) Let X, Ax,  G and F be as in Theorem 1.5 (and its proof). Clearly, 
G o F>~ idAx. Does G o F give a retract ax e Pto (a closure, actually) such that 
Ax -- range ax (see [42]) ? This is not true in general, since the range of any ax ~ Pw 
is a lattice, whereas X is a lattice iff Ax is a lattice iff Ax = Pto. Moreover, it is easy 
to give a domain X such that the corresponding Ax does not admit any /~c 
Cont(Pto, X)  extending F e Cont(Ax, X) .  (Recall that continuous lattices are exactly 
the injective spaces (see [41]).) 
Therefore, one may define, using Remark 2.1 below, ax=Graph(GoF)  = 
{(n, m)[m e G o F(en)} e Ptoc (the r.e. sets) iff X is a lattice. 
(ii) The first aim of this paper is to interpret within Pto the higher type objects 
over abstract structures, i.e., to interpret in Pto the space of morphisms (the 'arrow" 
objects) of some interesting categories. Taking domains which are lattices, by (i), 
we could use the full strength of the theory of retracts in [42, Section 4] with the 
corresponding notion of "-->" in Pto. We prefer to deal with the more general cases 
for two reasons. First, in [39], general sound motivations are given for the computa- 
tional and semantic interest of posets which are not lattices (see also [43]). The 
domain P, say, of partial functions from to to to is not a lattice; the interest of this 
space is Obvious and our main applications will deal with it. Second, by the 
interpretation of "-->'" in Pro used below, our work directly relates to classical 
recursion theory. 
(iii) Another possibility would be to consider Plotkin's universal domain Tto, 
which is not a lattice. Then, any (effectively given) coherent domain would be 
(isomorphic to) a retract of Tto, namely the range of an element ax of Tto, represent- 
ing, via " -"  in Tto, the continuous (and computable) function which corresponds 
to G o F above, ax would also be a closure (and a computable lement of Tto, i.e., 
a pair of disjoint r.e. sets) (see [39, Theorems 11, 20, 21]). Plotkin gives a theory 
of retracts corresponding to Scott's work for Pro. We would miss though the natural 
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extension to higher types of MyhiU and Shepherdson's recursive operators, which 
motivated the research in [28, Section 2] and in this paper, as well as the simple 
notion of 'application' they are based on (see below). As a matter of fact, what is 
gained by dealing with a c.p.o, instead of a lattice is lost in simplicity and trans- 
parency, since the notion of application over Tto is not so immediate (see [5, 6] for 
some work on Tto as a model of type-free A-calculus and as a tool for type-two 
recursion theory). 
2. Type structure in PoJ 
Let a, b ~ Pa}. Define 
a. b={m[3en ~_ b, (n, m)ea}. 
Given A, B c_ Pro, now set 
A-> B={deP~olVa~A, dauB}. 
Remark 2.1. (i) For a e P~o and fe  Cont(PoJ, Pa,), set 
Funct(a) = Aazax ~ Cont(Po~, Po~) and Graph(f) = {(n, m)l m ~f(e,)}. 
Then, Cont(Pw, Pw)<a P~o, via (Graph, Funct). Both Funct and Graph are con- 
tinuous. Moreover, given " - " ,  Graph is the unique continuous function such that 
Graph( f ) -  a =f(a). In other words, the interpretation of A-abstraction is unique 
in P~o (in [29] this is shown in a general setting). 
(ii) Graph and Funct are also computable, in the due types. Let Cont(P¢o, P~o)o = 
{g,},~,o. Then, 
g, = I [  step eie~ <~ Funct(ep) = I I  step er{s} 
ek( n ) ( r,$)~ ep 
is decidable in n, p. Moreover, 
ep~Graph(g,)={(m,q)[q~(e~ stepeiej)(em) } 
is also decidable in p and n. Thus, Lemma 1.1 applies. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A, B closed (and effective) subsets of PoJ. Then, A-> B and Ac~B 
are closed (and effective). 
Proof. Let d' ~ d ~ A-* B. Then Va ~ A, d'a c_ da ~ B and, by the assumption, A-~ B 
is downward closed. 
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Let d ~ A--> B. Then, for some a E A, da ~ B. By the assumption, 3 e, _c da, E, ~ B. 
Then set 
eq = {(p, m)l m e e, and p = m/in[e, ___ a and (i, m) ~ d]}. 
Clearly, e, = eqa ~ da and d ~ Eq c_ A --> B. Thus, A--> B is closed. 
Finally, 
ep~a->B iff VJc_ep ( U e~a~ ~ {s}~B).  
(r,s)~J (r,s)~J 
(This is trivial in view of e~,a = I.J,.== {ml(n, m) ~ ep}.) This proves that if A and B 
are effective, then also A ~ B is effective. 
The result is immediate for A c7 B. [] 
Definition 2.3. A collection T of function type symbols is the least set containing the 
set AT of atomic types 4,, ~ , . . .  and such that if o-, z ~ T, then tr--> z ~ T. 
The extended type symbols are the least set TE such that T_  T8 and if tr, ~-e T~, 
then tr c~ r ~ TE. 
Remark 2.4. As usual, (higher type) functions of several arguments will be 'em- 
bedded' into Pro using the cartesian closure of the category of (effectively given) 
domains. That is, by using Cont (Xx  Y, Z )~Cont (X ,  Cont(Y, Z)) for arbitrary 
domains X, Y, Z and the relation of Cont ( . , .  ) to •-->- in Pto in Lemma 2.10. 
Definition 2.5. Let V: AT--> PPto and set V* = V(4,). Then, extend V to V:  Ts  --> PPto 
by V ~-'~= V°'--> W, V 0"~'= V~ c~ W. 
By induction, Lemma 2.2 immediately gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let V* c pto be closed (and effective) for all 4, ~ AT. Then "ctr~ TE, V ~ 
is closed (and effective). 
The following facts give some structural information on {V"},~,r~ as a type 
structure in Pto. 
Lemma 2.7 
(1) V4, ~AT,4~ V'~==>'Co'~ TE,0~ V °'. 
(2) "C4, ~AT, to~ V*~'Co '~ TE, tol~ V °'. 
ProoL Notice that 'Ca e Pto, Oa = 0 and toa = to. [] 
Of course, for a closed set V, V = Pto if[ to ~ V. 
Proposition 2.8. Let V "~ ~ Pto be closed for all 4, E AT. Then one has, for all or, z, p, 
PE TE: 
V "-'~ c_ V p '~ ¢~ V p c_ V ~ and  V "~ c V". 
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Proof. (<=) is an easy exercise and left to the reader. 
(~) :  We first show V * _ V ~. Otherwise, let a ~ W\  V ~. Then Graph(Xx.a) ~ V ~ 
V * and Graph(Ax.a)~ VP-'~; a contradiction. As for VP~ V '~, assume that be 
VP\ V *. Since V p and V * are closed, for some e, ~ VP\ V ~, b e ~n _ V ~. Now take 
em ~ V ~ (era exists by Theorem 2.6) and f=  step e~em. Then, fe  Cont(P~o, Pco) and 
Graph(f)  e V*--> V \  while Graph( f )~ VP--> V ~. [] 
Thus "->" is an injective type constructor, except for Ax.(x--> Pro). (Note that "-->" 
is contravariant in the first argument.) Moreover, if '¢~b eAT, to~; V*, then 
U~T~ V~# P¢o. 
Recall now that any closed (and effective) subset of P(o is an (effectively given) 
domain. 
Lemma 2.9. Let Ac_P¢o and feCont (A ,  Po)). Define Ext(f)eCont(Po~,P¢o) 
by 
Ext(f)(b)= U c~{f(a)le, c-aeA}. 
en ~_b 
Then, if A is closed (and effective), 
Ext e Cont(Cont(A, Pro), Cont(Pto, Pto))~. 
Proof. Ext(f)  is a continuous extension off. Notice that Ext(f)(b) = U {f(en)len c_ b 
and en ~ A}, for A is downward dosed and f is monotone. Then, the continuity of 
Ext follows by easy computation. Assume now that A is also effective: let A {e~}n~ 
be a numbering of Ao=PoJoc~A; {g~}~o,=Cont(A, Pco)o and {h,,}~,= 
Cont(Po~, PoJ)o. Recall now that g. = I le~.> step A A ei e), where k is the 'compatibility 
function' with respect o A. Define then a (total) computable function t such that 
if ek<~)=0, then t(n)= k(n); and, if e~<~)# 0, e,<,) is obtained by substituting for 
every (i,j)e ek~) the pair (r, s) with eO= e, and ej~= e, (remember that ej~= e~ if 
e~ e A, and e~ =0 otherwise). Therefore, g~ = g,<n), Ext(g~)= Ext(g,<~))= h,<~) and, 
hence, h= <~ h,<.) is decidable. Thus, Lemma 1.1 applies and Ext is computable. [] 
Lemma 2.10. Let A, B c_ Pro be closed (and effective). Then 
Cont(A, B) -~<~) A--> B. 
Proof. Let Graph and Funet be as in Remark 2.1. Set Graph = Graph o Ext. Then, 
(G--~ph, Funct) is the required continuous (and computable) embedding, by 
Remarks 2.1 and Lemma 2.9. [] 
Our main result (Theorem 2.12 below) uses a generalized version of Myhill and 
Shepherdson's (GMS) theorem. This is stated in [16]; a proof may be found in [17]. 
The GMS theorem relates effective operators over numbered sets to continuous and 
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computable functions in the category of domains. Recall that F from {c.}.~,o to 
{d.}.~o, is an effective operator iff, for some recursive function f, F(c.) = d/t.). It is 
easy to give some 'natural' (Gtdel) numbering to the computable part Xc of an 
effectively given domain (see the pri~hcipal computable numeration i [16], [17], 
or [ 10, 11 ], where GMS is discussed in domains with a suitable notion of application). 
Of course, in the interesting cases, this (Giidel) numbering is not one-one. 
Theorem 2.11 (GMS). Let (X, Xo, l,, <~) and (Y, Yo, Iz, <~) be effectively given 
domains. Let X~ = {c~},,~., and Y¢={d,,},,~,, as above and let f map X to Y. Then f is 
(or induces) an effective operator from Xe to Yc iff f ~ Cont(X, Y)¢. 
Consider now the category of domains and assume that, for any ~b eAT,  
(X ~, X0 ~, ~<) is a domain. Then set, for tr, re  T, X ~-~ = Cont(X ~, X ~) and X~×~= 
X ~ x X ~, as usual. 
Theorem 2.12. Let (X ~', X~o, ~, <~) be an effectively given domain, for all dp ~ AT. 
Assume that, for all dp ~ AT, A* c Pro is closed, effective and satisfies X ~ <%A ~. Then 
Vo,~ T, X ° <a~A ~. 
(As for the definition of A% see Definition 2.5.) 
Proof (by induction). Let X~<cA,  via (G,~, F~), and X ~ <cA ~, via (G~, F~). We 
first prove 
X ~-'~ = Cont(X ~, X ") "~cA ~ -~ A ~ = A ~-'~. (1) 
Define Gra~_~ from X "-'~ to Cont(A% A ~) and Fun~_,~ from Cont(A ~, A ~) to 
X ~'-'~ by 
Gra~_,~ = Ax. G~ o X o F~, Fun~_,~ = Ax.F~ o x o G~. 
(The following diagram visualizes the definition: 
f 
X ~ ~ X ~ 
1 °- 
A" ~ A ~ 
Gra~¢(f )  
A similar diagram may be given for Fun~_,~.) 
In the category of effectively given domains, the composition operator "o"  is 
continuous and computable (see [43]). Let X~'-'~= {cn}.,,~ and Cont(A", A¢)c= 
{d.}~o,. By assumption, G~ and F~ are continuous and computable. Then, by the 
GMS theorem for "'o", for some reeursive function f, 
Gra,~_.,(c,,) = G¢ o c. o F,, = dj~,,) 
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(of course, f depends uniformly effectively on (the indices for) G~ and F~). By 
GMS again, Gra,,~,~ Cont(X "~-'~, Cont(A ~, A~))c. Similarly for Fun~_,~. 
Now, set G~_~ = Graph o Gra,,_,~, where Graph = Graph o Ext, and 
Fo._.~. -- Fun~_~ o Funct. 
For f~  Cont(P~o, PoJ) such that range(f  FA ~) ~ A ~, set 
Fun~_~(f) = Fun~_~(fr A'~). (2) 
Compute then, for f~  X ~-'~, 
F,,_.,~ o G,,_,, .(f) = Fun, ,~ o Funct o Graph o Gra~_,~(f) 
= Fun,_,, o Gra~_,,:(f) by Remark 2.1(i) and (2) 
=F, .oG~.o fOFo .oGo.  
=f. 
G~_,~ and F~_,~ are clearly continuous and computable. [] 
In view of Theorem 1.5, any effectively given domain is (canonically) a computable 
retraction of some closed and effective subset of P~o. In the sequel, though, we shall 
also use another natural embedding. 
Note now that computable maps, such as G~ and F~, take computable objects 
to computable objects. Then, by Theorem 2.12, one may understand computable 
functionals in an abstract structure simply by r.e. sets and " - "  over Po~. For example, 
in the notation of Theorem 2.12, let f ~ Cont(X ~, X ~)c. By the definition, this means 
that the 'ideal below' f has an r.e. set of indices. The ideal below, though, as a set 
of finite sups of step functions (and their indices), is not an immediate notion to 
handle. By Theorem 2.12, f is characterized by G,,_,.~(f) ~ A°-> A "~ c~ RE,  i.e., by an 
r.e. set which takes, by " - " ,  A ~ into A ~. 
3. Recursion theory 
This section is devoted to an application of the previous results to the number- 
theoretic hierarchy of functionals. In particular, we relate a type structure in P~o to 
the continuous and computable functionals, in any finite type, over the fiat cpo a~ -~ 
of integers, with the Scott topology. Ershov (see [16] for an account and references 
therein) characterized by this the Kleene-Kreisel countable (continuous) functionals 
[26, 27] and the Hereditarely Effective Operations (HEO; see [46]). 
Let ¢o ± be as above and embed ¢o with the discrete topology. Then E = Cont(o~, o~ ±) 
are the partial functions from ¢o to oJ. E is an effectively given domain and is 
isomorphic to 
P= {{(n, m)l m = f (n )} l f  ~ E} ~_ Poo. 
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Let T be a collection of function type symbols, as in Definition 2.3, with only 
one atomic type, (1), say. Set then, for or, re  T, E ~= 13, E °-'~ = Cont(E ~, E~), and 
p(~) = P, p"~"  = p,~ -> p~. 
Theorem 3.1. V~re T, E'~ ~P °, via (G,~, F,~). 
Proof.  In view of the isomorphism between E (~) and P(~), via (G(~), F~I)) say, the 
result follows from Theorem 2.12. [] 
As pointed out after Theorem 2.12, one then has, for each ere T, f~  E~ iff 
G~,(f) ~ P'~, where by Lemma 2.2, P~" is well defined and P~ = P"  n RE. 
Now, set C(1)=Cont(to±,to±), c ' r - '~=Cont (C  ~,C~). By results in [16], C= 
{C~'[ crc T} modulo some equivalence relations (see below) gives a model of the 
Kleene-Kreisel countable functionals. 
Proposi t ion 3.2. Vcr~ T, E~<a¢C ~. 
ProoL For fe  E ~) and x e ¢o ±, define 
i(1)(f)(x) = i f  x ~ l then  f(x) else ±. 
For ge C ~), set j(l)(g) = g ~ ~o. As for "->"-types, set 
i,~..,~,(f) = i.~ ofojo,  and j ,,..,.(g) = j ,  o g o iT. 
The rest of the argument goes similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.12. [] 
Both the E~rs and the C~s are hierarchies of partial functionals. This is not so 
for the countable functionals and the HEO which are total maps. Following [16], 
define 
CO °)= {f6 E(1)lVt/E ¢a,f(n) ~ _k}, 
and 
CO ~'~ = {fe  E~" ' lVg  ~ CO~, f (g )  e CO'} 
HE O) = { fe  E~')lVn ~ w,f (n)  ~ ±}, 
HE~'-}~ ={fe  E~-~iVg e HE¢, f (g )  ~ HEY). 
We can mimic this within P~o. That is, set 
p(1) _ co -  {{(n, m)[ m =f(n)}[ f :  m - ,  ~0 total}, 
P~ - (P~o-> P~o) n P~-'~, 
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and 
P~)E = {{(n, m)lm =f (n)}  I f :  w -~ w total and computable}, 
P~I~ ~ = (PHE PnE) r~ 
It should be clear that the elements of CO (l) are total maps and the elements in 
CO #-'= take the total maps in CO # to CO ~. Similarly, f~  HE #-'~ are total and 
computable functionals taking HE # to HE ~. By this they are hereditarily total (and 
computable). Similarly, one may view at P~o and P~E within (Pw,-). 
It is easy to show that '¢~r ~ T, P~o # 0 and P~E # ~. 
Theorem 3.3. For all cr~ T one has 
( i )  CO~ <~P~o via (G~, F~), 
(ii) HE ~ <~ P~I~ via (G#,F~), 
(iii) HE ~ <%P~oc~ RE via (G~, F~) 
(where (G~,, F~,) is as in Proposition 3.1). 
Proof. By the inductive definition in Theorem 2.12, recall first that, for f~  E ~-'~ 
and a E P~, 
G,~_,~(f) "a = G~(f(F~(a))) (3) 
and, for b e P~-~ and g e E ~, 
F,~,.(b)(g)= F~(b. G~(g)), (4) 
CO = co( l ) ,  via GO) I CO°) and F(1) [ z)(1) - co -  (5)  
As for the nontrivial inductive step we need to show that, for f¢  CO p-'¢ and 
a ~ P~:o, Gp_~¢(f). a e P~o. This immediately follows from (3) and the inductive 
hypothesis. 
Then use (4) and the inductive hypothesis to prove that, for b e P~¢ and g ~ CO p, 
Fp_~¢(b)(g) ~COL Parts (ii) and (iii) follow similarly, by us ingf~ Eg iff Go.(f) ~ P~ 
(=P~ c~ RE). [] 
Notice that p(~ _c --CO'D(1) At higher types, the hierarchies are no longer comparable 
by set inclusion. Theorem 3.3(ii), (iii), though, gives G#(HE ~) _ P~E ~ P~0- 
By results in [16] and [31], the CO~"s and the HE~'s, modulo an equivalence 
relation, give the countable functionals and the HEO, that is widely studied classes 
of recursion-theoretic functionals. 
The whole story then amounts to representing functionals within (Pw,-). Of 
course, if one says that a ~ P~ representsf~ E ~ iff F~,(a) =f, then each f~ E # has 
many representatives. They are nicely behaved, though. 
Definition 3.4. Let ~(~) be the identity relation over p(1); for a, b ~ P~'~'~, define 
a - - -~b iff Vc~P~,ac~bc .  
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The meaning of the " '~"  equivalence relations should be clear: a ~o)-~o) b iff 
a and b are extensionally equivalent on P, and so on. 
Theorem 3.5. Let a, b ~ P'~. Then one has 
(i) [a]~, = {c ~ P~r I C ~,  a} is a complete lattice (w.r.t. c_ ). 
(ii) a ~,  b==>F,r(a) = F~(b). 
Proof. (i) [a]o  ) = {a}. We only check that, for X_c [a]~,_~,, [_J X~[a],~._}~. By the 
continuity of " . " ,  (U  X)d  =(-Jx~x (xd).  Let d ~ P~; then Vx ~ X, xd ~ [ad]~ and 
[,-] x~X ( xd ) ~ .  ad by the induction hypothesis. 
(ii) Notice first that 
Fo..,~.(a)=Fo.~.(b) 
,¢~ Vf  ~ E °', Fo._~.(a)(f)= F,~_,~.(b)(f) 
¢:> V f~ E °, F~,(a. Go.(f)) = E,(b" Go.(f)). (6) 
Assume now that a ---~_,~ b. Then, a.  Go , ( f )~ .  b. G,,.(f) and (6) holds by the 
induction hypothesis. [] 
4. A completeness theorem for formal type assignment 
Type symbols may be regarded as constraints in a language. In Logic, they allow 
full expressiveness by avoiding paradoxes. In Computer Science, a consistent ype 
discipline prevents runtime errors in programming. In particular, if x is given type 
cr (notation: crx), then f may be formally applied to x iff f has type tr--> z (i.e., 
tr-> ¢f), for some type 7. 
This has been formalized by Curry and Feys [13] for typed A-calculus, which is 
the epitome for a well-understood functional theory of types. Pioneering work may 
be found in [20]. 
Definition 4.1. Let T be the collection of function types (see Definition 2.3). 
(i) A basis for type assignment is a set B = {o-x, ¢y,.. .} where ~,, ~',... ~ T and 
x ~ y , . . .  are variables. 
(ii) Curry type assignment is defined by the following natural deduction system: 
[ox] 
(--~I) 
tr--, cM trN trM Aft ~ M = N 
• M 1 (-*E) "r(MN) (Eqa) crN 
tr ~ ~" Ax .M 
(iii) I f  o~M is derivable from a basis B, then write B ~- trM. 
x If x is not free in assumptions on which ~'M depends. 
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A semantics for Curry's types may be given in several ways. A simple one interprets 
types as subsets of a model for (type-free) A-calculus, see [7, "open problem II-4"]. 
Definition 4.2. Let d~ = (D , . ,  ~ ]) be a A-model (see [22, 34, 2], say). 
(i) For ~c:Varo D, I[M]~ is the interpretation of the A-term M in M via ~. 
(ii) Let V: At ~ PD = {AI A ~_ D}. Then the interpretation of tr s TF in M via V 
is defined by: 
(1) limb,]Iv = V(~b~), for dp,~At, 
(2) ~']v={d~DlVe~[~v,d  • e~'~v}.  
(iii) J/, s r, V~ trM iff ~M]~tr ]v  , 
St, ~, V ~ B iff dr, s c, V ~ o'x, for all o-x ~ B, 
B ~ trM itt for all d~, ~, V, ~t, s r, V ~ B ~ d/, ~, V ~ trM. 
It is easy to prove the soundness of this semantics, i.e., 
B~-t rM ~ B~o'M.  (7) 
The completeness, i.e., the reverse implication, has been first proved in [4, 21], 
by using models of type symbols and term models. A purely semantic proof is given 
in [9], by using a special purpose construction over the A-model (Pto, -, ~ ]). In this 
section, by borrowing from [9, 12], we show that the completeness result may be 
given over a 'meaningful' model. Namely, the type structure {P~}~T~ within Pto. 
By the previous results, this relates, via Pto, the recursion-theoretic type structure 
over the partial function on to to the formal assignment of types to A-terms. 
Summary. The completeness proof goes as follows. We first choose Vo:At ~ PPto 
as Vd~i~At, Vo(dpi)=P (1) (=P) ;  thus, Vo-~ T, ~tr~vo=P ~. Then we construct, for 
any given basis B, a collection R8 of environments uch that, for all ~:~ Ra, 
Pto,~:, V0~ B (Definition 4.5). Finally, we prove that if, for any steRn, 
Pto, ~, 17o ~ trM, i.e., I[M]]¢ e P~, then one has B ~ trM (Theorem 4.8; completeness). 
Remark 4.9 proves the completeness of the F-semantics over the {P~}o~r model, 
i.e., by taking a unique representative in P'~-'~ for each function in P~ P" 
(hereditarily over types). 
Question. The semantics of typed A-terms may be given over a type structure of 
domains, e.g., {E"},,~T in Section 3, in a natural way (see [39], say). One may also 
view at typed A-terms as a type tr, a te~a M together with a deduction B ~-trM 
and, then, using Theorem 2.12 and (7), to interpret any (dosed) trM by F~([M]e ) e 
E~, say (it is easy to see that any closed A-term is interpreted by an r.e. set in Pto). 
It would be interesting to characterize those higher type computable functionals 
which are taken (by G~, see Theorems 2.12 and 3.1) to the A-definable elements 
(of P~). (Of course, by the language LAMBDA [42] and by Theorem 2.12 one 
could recover all of them.) 
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Note, finally, that what is also missing in the literature is a completeness theorem 
over a type structure, of  recursion-theoretic interest, where terms are interpreted by 
functions in extenso. Remark  4.9 goes very close to this by proving the completeness 
of the F-semantics over the given type structure within Pto. 
Preliminaries (and notation). Vm, n > 1, n, m < (n, m). e0 = 0. Ax.f(x) := Graph( f )  
(={(n, m)lm ~f(e , )} ;  see Remark  2.1) and Ax.f(x) is saturated (i.e., (n, m)~ Ax.f(x) 
and e~ _ e, imply (p, m) ~ Ax.f(x)). 
Note that, for A, B ~ Pto and a e Pto, a ~ A-> B implies a ~ Ax.ax ~ A--> B. 
By the intended choice of  ( , ) and {e,},~o,, a closed A-term is interpreted by 
0~ Pto iff it is unsolvable (see [3]). 
Finally, set A.  B = {ab[  a ~ A and b ~ B}. 
Lemma 4.3. (i) Vcr ~ T, Ve, ~ P% 3a ~ Pto infinite, e, c_ a ~ P~ 
e. c_ em ~ P~. 
(ii) Vo', Vn (o '~(1)  ande,~_P" )c~P~3m,  e~C_em~P~)\P~). 
(iii) Vtr, 3m~, 3m2, {m~, m2}~ P~'. 
and 3m ~ to, 
Proof. (i) or = (1): trivial, t r=  p--> 7: take a = Ax.e,x. Moreover, observe that P~ is 
closed, by Lemma 2.2 for P is closed, and that to ~ P~, by Lemma 2.7. 
(ii) Let or = p --> 7. Recall  that e, ~ PP-'~ iff V J  ~ e,. 
[_J ep~PP ~ I._J {q}~P~. (8) 
(p,q)eJ (p, o>~J 
Let J be maximal  such that (8) holds. Define 
e~= [._J e, and e~= [..J {q}. 
<p, q)~J (p,q)~J 
Then, take e, ~ P~, e, _~ e,, by Lemma 4.3(i), and construct a chain e~ ~ eo~ ~ e~ ~.  • - _c 
asP ' ,  by Lemma 4.3(i) again. For e ,=e~w{nl , . . . ,nh} ,  take em=e~w 
{(v,, n,)l i= 1 , . . . ,  h}. 
Now, note that V(p, q)e e,,Vv~ (in the chain), v~p,  for J is maximal. Then, 
compute 
emevh = e,,e,, hu ({(vi, n,)li = 1, . . . ,  h}. ev~) 
----- er U {h i ,  . . . , nh}  = et ~ P~. 
(iii) cr = (1)" trivial. ¢r =/z  --> ~,: take (0, ml) and (0, m2) 
P~(ml#m2) .  []  
for {ml, m2}~ 
Theorem 4.4. Vtr, 7, P~ _ P '~t r  = 7. 
Proof. tr = (1), 7 = (1): trivial. 
tr = (1), ~" = 8 -> y: by Lemma 4.3(ii). 
t r= 8--> y, 7 = (1): P~ ~ p<l), for no element of p<l) is saturated. 
= ~ --> y, 7 = a --> fl: by induct ion and Proposit ion 2.8. []  
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Definition 4.5. (i) Ao. = Ax.fo.(x), where fo.(x) = "if  x ~ P~ then Ax.x else to" 
( i i )  T (1) = pO), T~--~ = {Ax.Aoxy [y ~ T~}. 
(iii) Let B be a basis (see Definition 4.2). Then, set 
R~ = {~:t  Vat--> Pto/~t(x) = "if (rx ~ B then t else to", t ~ To.}. 
(iv) Let R_  Env and M be a A-term. Then, set [[M]~ = {~M]]¢] ~:~ R}. 
(Note that Ao. in (i) is well defined, for Po. is closed and, hence, fo. is continuous.) 
Lemma 4.6. (i) Vo', To._~ Po.. 
(ii) Vo', 'r, T °. ~ P~o = "r. 
Proof. (i) easily follows by induction. 
(ii) o-= (1): by Theorem 4.4. 
o" = a --> t ,  ~" = (1): trivial. 
cr = a-->/3, z= y-> 8: 
T ° ~_ P~" ¢=~ Va ~ P~, Vb ~ T ~, A,~ab ~ p8 
<==> P ' / _  P'~ and T a ~ P~. 
Then use the inductive hypothesis and Theorem 4.4. [] 
Let now B be a basis and o-z= ~-> (tr2-->.. "--> (trk--> (1 ) ) . . . ) z~B.  Then, by 
definition, 
'¢~ ~ R~, ~(z) = AXl.A~xl(ax2.Ao.~x2(... (AXk.AO.~XkC) . . .) ,  for some c ~ P").  
(Convention: ~:(z) = a~; [m] = n if {m} = en.) 
Lemma 4.7. Let N be a term in normal form and B a basis. Then there exists a ~ ~ Re 
such that: 
( 1 ) for any free variable z in N, if ( 1 ) z ~ B, then ~(z) isfinite; o therwise, iftr --> ~" z ~ B 
and ~(z) = a~ -'~, then c is finite; 
(2) [N]¢~Pto has at least two elements, n~,n2, say, such that n~,n2> 
max{k] =lz e Var, =lm ((1)z ~ B and (k, m)e ~(z)) or (tr--> ~ z ~ B andS(z) = a~ ~'~ and 
(k, m)~ c)}. 
Proof  (by induct ion on the structure of  N) .  
Case (N -  x). Let c = {(1, 1), (2, 2)} and set 
{a~ i f (1)z  ~ B, 
~¢(z)= if o'z ~ B, for cr ~ (1), 
otherwise. 
Clearly, ~:~ R~, and (1) and (2) hold. 
Case (N== Ay.N'). By definition, ~Ay.N]~ =Ad.HNlera/yl and y is not free in N. 
By induction, let ~:~Ra satisfies (1) for N' ;  then, clearly, s r satisfies (1) for N 
also. By induction, again, let nl, n2~ I[N']~ satisfy (2) and take em ~ ~:(y) s.t. nl, n2~ 
[N']ae, /y J. Then, (m, nl), (m, n2) ~ [N]~ satisfy (2). 
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Case (N- -  xN~ . . .  Nm) .  (i) (1)xe B. Let n~, n2, and ~:~ satisfy, by induction, (1) 
and (2) for N~. Then, set ~:(y)= ¢~(y) for y ~ x and 
¢(x) = Cdx) ~, {([nd, (0, (0 , . . . ,  (0, [nd+ ~)'" "), 
m--1  
( [nz ] , (0 , (0 , . . . , (0 , [n2]+l ) - -  .)}. 
m--1 
[n l ]+ l ,  [n2]+2, and ¢ easily satisfy (1) and (2) for N. 
(ii) o-~ -~ (0"2 - -  -- -~ (Ok --~ (1)).  • .)X e B, with k -> 1. 
Subcase (m <<- k). Assume, by induction, that n~, n2, and ¢,,, satisfy (1) and (2) 
for Nm, with ¢m(X) = a~. Let n = n~ + n2, Co = {(n, n), (n + 1, n + 1)} and set ¢(x) = a~,,~ o 
and ¢(Y) = era(Y), for y~x.  Then (n,n), (n+l ,  n+l ) ,  and ~: do the job for N. 
Subcase (k< m). Assume that n~, n2, and ¢k satisfy (1) and (2) for Nk+~, with 
~:~(x) = a¢. Then, set 
Co= {([nd, (o, (0, . . . ,  (o, [nd+ ~)'-"), 
m--k--2 
(In2], (0, (0 , . . . ,  (0, [n2]+ 1)..-)}, 
m--k - -2  
~(x) = a~ o and ~(y) = ~k(Y), for y ~ k. The rest is analogous to the subcase m ~</c 
(iii) x does not appear in B. Set ~(x)= to. (Note that in max{.- .} given in (2) 
above, also when looking at infinitely many z e Var, one actually deals with finitely 
many finite sets ~(z) or c, depending on the length of N, by the construction of ~.) 
Theorem 4.8. Let N be a term possessing normal form and B a basis. Then 
N~R~ c_ p~ =~ B ~- oN. 
Proof. As Pto is a model, we may assume that N is in normal form. 
Case (N=--x). ~x~R~c_P¢~¢eTF ,  ~xeB, for to~P~. Then, T~P ~, by 
definition of RB, and ~ = o, by Lemma 4.6. 
Case (N  =-- Ax.N'). Clearly, o ~ (1), for no element of P<~) is saturated. Now, for 
~x ~ B, if any, [Ax.N~R~ c_ P~"~[Ax.N'~R~" T ~ c_ p~, by T ~ c pS, this implies 
~N,~R~,_c pS, where B'= B\{/~x} u {Tx}, by (~e R~,~ ~:(x)e T~). Thus, by induc- 
tion, B\{~x} w { yx}~- ~N', hence, B ~- ~,-> 8ax.N'. 
Case (N=-xN~. . .  Nm). [N~R~c-P~: l re  TF, ~c~B, for to~ P~'. Suppose first 
that r=(1) ,  i.e., suppose that (1)xe B. Let n~, n2, and ~:~  R~ he given for N1 as 
in Lemma 4.7. Fix {p~, P2}~ P~ (see Lemma 4.3(iii)) and set 
¢(x)= ~,(x)u {([nd, (0, (0, . . . ,  (0, p,)- . .) ,  ([n~], (0, (0,. . . ,  (0, p2)" ")}, 
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~:(y)=sr~(y), for y~x.  Note that ~(x)eP  °) by Lemma 4.7(1), (2). Then, 
~xN1... Nm]e=~N]e,u{Pl,P2}, for {n~}, {nE}__cl[N1]e~ by easy computation; 
moreover, ~N]e,u{p~,p2}~ P", since P~ is a closed subset. Thus, ¢# (1), that is 
for some Iz, v e TF one has 7 =/z ~ v. Then, compute 
~xN~ . .. Nm]R~ = T~'-'~[N~ . . .  Nm]RB = A,~N~]R~.T~'[N2... Nm]R~ (:=L). 
Thus, [[N1]R~ G P~', for to ~ ~N]R~ ~- P~, and, hence 
B ~-/zN~, by induction. (9) 
Now note that, for L as above, one has L= T~[N2. . .  Nm]RB =[MN2... Nm]Ra,, for 
B'= B u {vy}) and y not occurring in B. Thus, by the induction hypothesis and by 
L = [[N]R~ c_ p~, B u {10,} ~ oyN2.. .  Nm. In particular, by a small abuse of language, 
one has 
B u {z,(xN~)} I-- o'xN~N2... Nm. (10) 
Observe now that, by (/~-> v)xe B, (9) and (->E), one has B ~ v(xN~). Therefore, 
BI -o 'xN~. . .Nm,  by(IO). [] 
As is well known, each typable term, in the sense of Curry, possesses a normal 
form (see, [23] say). 
Remark 4.9 (the completeness w.r.t, the F-semantics). There is at least one more way 
to interpret type assignment over A-models in such a manner that each represenfable 
function has a unique representative. Namely, given (D, .,[[ ]]), define F= 
{[Ay.xy]~ I ~ e Env, x e Var}. Then, set, for a choice of V(~bi) c_ D, 
~cr--> T]~= {de FiVee{o']Fv, de e [z]W} 
(the F- (functional)-semantics). 
As for the Pro model, F = Graph(Cont(Pto, Pro)), that is, F is exactly the set of 
the 'generalized graphs' of the continuous functions, one for each function, of course. 
Then, define Vo(~bi) =pO) (= P) and PF" = [tr] W0, i.e., PF "-'~ = 
{d e F [Vee  PF", dee PF*}. The point is that Theorem 4.8 holds by writing PF" 
instead of P~. We just list the minor changes needed in the claims, when substituting 
the PF"'s for the P~'s: 
Proposition 2.8: easily holds by observing that Vtr, =In, ~,, c_ PF". 
- Theorem 4.4: by Proposition 2.8, new version, and a trivial variant of Lemma 4.3. 
- Definition 4.5: in the definition off~, just take the topological closure of PF" 
instead of P~. 
Lemma 4.6: by Theorem 4.4 and Definition 4.5, new versions. 
Lemma 4.7: all right (with references to the new T ~ and A,~). 
Theorem 4.8: just write PF '~ instead of PC'. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
(i) As the reader could have noticed, we had to pay a price in order to use Pro 
and the simple semantics of types, as subsets of Pro, for the aim of Theorem 2.12. 
Namely, we had to use (some) closed subset of Pro and retractions were given 
between domains and these subsets (X '~.<cA ~ in Theorem 2.12), not the whole of 
Pro. The advantage we had was a very simple characterization of higher type 
computability by r.e. sets and the well understood Myhill-Shepherdson " . "  in Pro. 
As a consequence, we could apply specific properties of the 'hardware' of Pro and 
give the completeness result in the last section. Unfortunately, general (category- 
theoretic, say) tools for the investigation of completeness properties of type assign- 
ment to A-terms do not seem to exist. The situation seems imilar to the characteriz- 
ation of true equalities in models of A-calculus, where minor differences in the 
hardware of models modify their theories (see [1, 29, 30] for a discussion). Thus, 
we fully exploited the 'simplicity' of the simple semantics over Pro and the work 
done on Pro as a A-model. One of the referees uggested two possible directions 
for future work. Instead of Pro, which is universal for continuous lattices (i.e., 
A < Pro iff A is a continuous lattice), consider the universal domain U for bounded 
complete cpo's in [43]. U may be taken as the effectively given domain of open 
subsets of the Cantor space 2 `0 , except he largest element. Then, for each effectively 
given domain A, one would have A<o U. Since Cont(U, U)<c  U, via (~, ~b), say, 
(U, .), with u.v= fb(u)(v) ,  would allow a similar investigation of higher type 
computable functionals within U, without going at closed subsets as in Theorem 
2.12 and Section 3. Even more interestingly, one could use, instead of U, a universal 
domain V for SFP objects, which are suitable for the powerdomain construction 
and, hence, for the semantics of nonsequential extensions of A-calculus. Of course, 
a deeper connection of the type structures within (U, • ) or (V, • ) to formal type 
assignment would be given by mimicking the work done in Section 4 over (Pro, • ). 
This would require a further, entirely different, investigation of ( U, • ) and ( V, • ) as 
models for typed and type-free languages (and of their very abstract notion of 
application "'. "'). Consider, say, that it is possible that each of (U, . )  and (V,-) 
could be turned into several A-models (following the terminology and the examples 
in [29], they do not need to be 'lambda-categorical'). Each model would modify 
the theory and the type assignment. (Pro,.)  is lambda-categorical [8] and, thus, the 
interpretation of A-terms, used in Section 4, is the only one which is possible. This 
simplified our work and made it very natural. The other directions uggested could 
lead to further very interesting achievements, with applications to nonstrictly sequen- 
tial languages. 
(ii) One can easily extend the collection of P~'s with product types and then 
consider them as the objects of a cartesian category, with polynomial (or algebraic) 
functions as morphisms. This category, however, is not cartesian closed: there are 
too many representatives (points in P~-~) for each morphism from P~ into P~. 
Nevertheless, it can be shown that it enjoys some 'natural' properties; in a 
216 G. Longo, S. Martini 
forthcoming paper a general categorical notion will be introduced (an instance of 
which is the category of P~'s) discussing its relations with models of typed and 
type-free A-calculus. 
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